Key Vocabulary
Body
Skeleton

Knowledge based Success Criteria:

Bones

I can identify and name the basic parts of the human body
I can draw and label the basic parts of the human body
I can understand what the human body can do.
I know that the eye is an organ.
I know that sounds travel through our ears to send messages to
our brains.
I know that our senses help us to understand the world around us.
I can understand that some people have problems with their
senses such as blindness and deafness.
I understand how to take care of my body and stay healthy.

Muscles
Senses
Sense organ

Impairment
Joints
Vision
Helen Keller

Scientific Skills
To learn to ask questions
To learn to recognise
questions can be answered
in different ways
To learn to use simple
equipment
To learn to observe closely
To learn to carry out simple
tests
To learn to identify and
classify

Helen Keller:
Helen Keller was both deaf and blind but despite these disabilities, she became a skilled

Did you Know?
A human body grows more during the initial two years of its life
than during the rest of your life.

Human BodyUse the QR code to find out more!

The human brain is about three times bigger than any other
animal’s brains of our size.
The ears and nose of humans continue to grow.

Investigate!

•
•
•
•

Have a go at making your own life sized model, use paper and draw around your body and label all of the parts.
Visit your local library and discover some fun facts about the human body.
Use pasta and recreate a skeleton using different shapes for the bones. Can you name any of the bones?
Can you make some healthy snacks at home, work with an adult to prepare a healthy dish. Can you write the recipe to share with our
class?

